Micko Scale Reproductions:

Polikarpov I-16 Rata
Thank you for purchasing the I-16 Model. This is a sport scale aircraft for a
modeler with intermediate building and flying skills. If it has been a long time since you
have built a model, or if this is your first build, you may wish to purchase and practice on
a Guillows model, as the construction techniques are similar. But first, how about a little
history.
If you are in a hurry to build you may wish to skip this section. However, when
you bring your I-16 out to fly the first time, I am sure you will have many questions from
fellow modelers, such as “What is it, is it a military Gee Bee?” You’ll find the I-16
makes for interesting conversations.
The I-16 known in Russia as the Ishak (Little Donkey), was the first monoplane to
incorporate a cantilever wing with retractable landing gear. Early models even had an
enclosed cockpit. When pilots first started receiving I-16s on the front lines, they were
not too popular. Pilots found them difficult to fly, with a nasty spin. The complaining got
so bad, that Polikarpov personally sent some of his test pilots to demonstrate the I-16’s
capabilities in front the frontline fighter pilots. The test pilots put the I-16 through its
paces and showed that with care, the I-16 was a well mannered aircraft. Well, fighter
pilots everywhere have the same attitude, “If that guy can do it, I can do it better”. Thus
ended the complaints from the front lines.
The west was quick to regard the I-16 as a poor copy of their fighters. The Ishak’s
first combat debut was during the Spanish revolution, and quickly gained control of the
skies against its opponents. It wasn’t long before the opposing forces dubbed the I-16
“Rata” or Rat, due to its small size and scrappiness. However, during the Spanish
campaign, the Rata met its match, and future opponent, the ME-109. When the Germans
invaded Russia in June 1941, the I-16 was the bulk of the Soviet’s airforce. Outclassed by
the ME-109, they suffered high losses. But in the hands of an experienced pilot, the
heavy firepower of the I-16 could quickly bring down the much feared ME-109. The

Soviets exported the I-16 to several countries and paint scheme for your model can be
found at http://wp.scn.ru/
So, let’s start construction on the model. The following is a list of materials
needed to complete the model. As this is a “short kit,” further balsa and hardware is
needed. The Brand Names of components noted to complete the model are what was used
on the prototypes. Similar products from different companies will work.
Balsa
1/8” x 1/8” square x 36”
3/32” x 3/32” square x 36”
1/32” sheet 3” x 36”

Number needed
2
10
2

Basswood
3/32” x 3/32” square x 36”
1/16” x 16” square x 24”

2
5

Hardware
Number needed
Dubro 90 degree micro bell-cranks
2
Dubro Easy hinges
7
Dubro Micro Control Horns
4
Dubro Easy Connectors
4
. 032” music wire x 24”
4
9 gram servos
3
Micro Receiver
1
24 gram brushless out-runner 1200 kV
1
10 amp ESC
1
APC 9 x 4.7 electric prop
1
Coverite Microlite iron on film
1 roll
Scotch Matte Finish Magic Tape
1 roll
Servo Tape
1 roll
Card Stock 8.5” x 11”
5 sheets
Polycrylic Minwax
1 can
1/8” magnets
4
910 Mah 11.1 Lipo Battery
1
These are estimates in the number required. You may need more or less for your model.
Other miscellaneous items may be needed.
The Parts Sheets
The individual parts are not labeled on the laser cut sheets or “Trees.” Use the
supplied “Parts Identification Sheets” and label each part. Be sure to familiarize yourself
with the Parts Identification Sheets (PIS) as some parts look similar. To save confusion,
leave the part in the Tree until you are ready to use the part.
The Horizontal Stabilizer and Elevator

Start by identifying and removing parts E-1 through E-10 from Tree T1. Place
wax paper over the plans and pin the parts in the correct position and glue together. Cut
and glue the 1/8” x 1/8” balsa sticks and 1/8” dowel in position. Be careful not to glue the
dowel to E-7 in the area indicated in Figure 1

Figure 1

Once the glue is dry, remove from the building board and sand both the top and bottom
to smooth out any irregularities. Sand and round over the edges. Cut the elevator free
using the precut dash marks as reference. Round the elevator leading edge and set the
assemblies aside.
Wing and Wing Jigs
The I-16 utilizes the Micko Wing Jig to aid in construction. Locate the parts WJ
Front and Rear Tree T3, and parts WJ-A through WJ-E Tree T4 and remove the parts.
Using Figure 2 as a guide, assemble the left and right halves of the jig. MAKE SURE
THE WJ- REAR IS IN THE CORRECT CONFIGURATION (WJ-Rear is taller than WJFront). This will ensure the wing is built with washout. Place Scotch Matte Finish Magic
Tape over the Wing Jigs as shown in figure 3.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Place wax paper over the Wing Plan and pin the Wing Jigs in place.
Remove both Main Spars from Tree T3, MS-1s and W-1 through W-8 from Tree
T4, A-1 Front and Rear and A-2 from Tree T5, and WMP-1 from Tree T6. Glue the Main

Spars together at the center; making sure they are lined up correctly. Pin the Main Spar
over the indicated location on the Wing Plan. Pin the WMP-1, the (1/8” balsa) W-1, and
W-8 in place per the plan. Once satisfied with their alignment, glue in place. Test fit A-2
in place, as seen in figure 4, making sure it is not “bowed.”

Figure 4

Once satisfied with their alignment, glue in place. Pin W-2, W-3, and W-7 per the plans
and slide A-1 Front and Rear in place. A-1 Rear should be at about a 45 degree angle and
the tops of A-1 Front and Rear should touch, or be close as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5

Once satisfied with their alignment, glue in place. Test fit the remainder of the Wing Ribs
and glue into place per the plan. Remove LEO from Tree T3 and LE from Tree T1.
Notice the angle cut on the end of LEO, it should match the dihedral. Once satisfied with
their alignment, glue in place. Glue a 3/32” Basswood stinger in the notches located on
the top of the Ribs. Carefully remove the wing from the Jig and glue a 3/32” Basswood
stinger on the bottom of the wing as shown in Figure 6. Glue both MS-1s in place per the
Plan.

Figure 6

Figure 7

Place masking tape over the Ribs as shown in Figure 7.
Sand the leading edge to follow the Rib shape, but do not round the leading edge at this
time. The masking tape will help protect the Ribs during the sanding. Remove the tape
when satisfied. Pin the wing back over the Wing Jigs in the correct location. Start
sheeting the top of the wing with 1/32” balsa on the outer panel from the Main Spar
forward as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8

Add the sheeting and cap strips as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9

Glue the bell-crank Mount (located in Tree T6) in the place indicated on the Wing Plan.
Remove the Wing from the Jigs.
Remove the Servo Mount Rail from Tree T6. Glue in place on the Wing as
indicated on the plan; note the scrap piece indicated on the Fuselage Side View Plan. Cut
the .032” music wire to rough length and place a Z bend at one end. Slide the wire in the
guide holes and install the 90 degree bell-cranks as shown. Note the different orientation
of the bell-cranks in Figure 10.

Figure 10

Mount the servo as shown per the Plans using Easy Connectors on the control horn. Add
a scrap piece of 1/8” balsa to the inside of W-5 per the Plan. This will be the mount for
the control horn. Bend a short piece of
.032” music wire, per Figure 11. Add two
scrap pieces of 3/32” stringer as shown.
Once satisfied with the set up, remove the

Figure 11

bell-cranks and the short wires.
Complete the 1/32” balsa
sheeting on the bottom of the
wing, and add the bottom cap
strips as shown in Figure 12
Sand the leading edge to a
contour as shown on the
Fuselage Side View Plan. Blend
the rear of the cap strips into
trailing edge.
Figure 12

Remove the Ailerons by cutting vertically through W-3 through W-8 between A-1 Front
and Rear, and cut through the mark indicated on A-2, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13

Lay the Wing flat on the table and glue the Wing Tip WT (in Tree T5) in place. Use scrap
1/8” balsa and glue and sand to shape as show in Figure 14. Look over the Wing and
lightly sand any areas that are uneven. Set the wing aside.

Figure 14

Fuselage
Start by placing waxed paper over the Fuselage Side-view Plan. Remove parts K1 through K-5 and R-1 through R-5 from Tree T1, and pin them to the Plan. When
satisfied with their positions, glue where needed. Remove the remaining Fuselage
Formers, from Trees T1 and T2, paying close attention to the difference between F-2 and
F-3; A and B. Using a 90 degree triangle, glue formers F-1A through F-9 per their
positions on the Plan. MAKE SURE TO GLUE F-2B AND F-3B ON THIS SIDE TO

ENSURE CORRECT MOTOR STICK ALIGNMENT. Glue three 3/32” balsa stringer in
place as well as the 1/8” balsa stringer that connects F-1A and F-2 per Figure 15.

Figure 15

Cut 1/8” balsa stringers to shape and glue in the spots indicated on the Vertical Stabilizer
and Rudder. Cut the Rudder free per Figure 16.
Carefully
remove
the
Fuselage from the board and
add the other halves of the
formers, and add three 3/32”
balsa stringers like the other
side. Glue F-5 A and B in the
indicated position at this
time. Glue a scrap piece of
1/8” balsa between F-2 and
F-3 as indicated on the
Fuselage Side View Plan for
mounting the servos.
Figure 16

Mount the Rudder and Elevator servos with servo tape as indicated in Figure 17.

Figure 17

Figure 18

Rough cut .032” music wire for the Rudder and Elevator pushrods, and slide through the
guide holes. Adjust holes as needed for minimum binding and friction. Add the
remaining 3/32” stingers and add the 1/16” balsa Turtle Deck stringers per Figure 18.
Note how the 1/16” stringers butt up against F-9. Remove the Horizontal Guide Rails
from Tree T4, and glue in place. Cut the
Belly Pan and Wing Cutouts free per
Figure 19.

Figure 19

Figure 20

Once the Belly Pan is free, remove WMP-2 and WMP-4 from Tree T6, and both K-5s
from Tree T4, and glue in place per Figure 20. Glue WMP-4 as shown in Figure 21.
Remove the two W-1As from Tree T6, and glue together. Mark the centerline on
the wing and temporarily position W-1A in place as shown in Figure 22.

WMP-4

Figure 21

Figure 22

Test fit the Wing, making sure it’s square with the Fuselage. When happy with
alignment, remove Wing and glue W-1A in place. Refit the Wing and position the Belly
Pan in place. Once satisfied, tack glue in position. Remove the wing and finish gluing the
Belly Pan to the wing. Add 1/16” stringers, 1/16” scrap balsa Hand Grips, and WMP-3
per Figure 23. Set the Wing and Fuselage aside.

Figure 23

Covering and Finishing
There are several options when covering and finishing your I-16. The two
prototypes were covered with Coverite Microlite iron on film. It is similar to Monokote,
but much lighter. If you desire a lighter finish, the tried and true Tissue and Dope option
would work. The third option would be the heaviest, 1mm Depron sheet. If you chose the
iron on film, and want to paint it, roughen the surface with 400 grit sandpaper BEFORE
applying the film. This will aid in the paint adhering to the film. The iron on method will
be described here.
Start with covering the Horizontal Stabilizer and Elevator; make sure to note the
top side. The prototypes used Easy Hinges cut to size. Use 2 on each half and glue into
place. Cover the Rudder next. Similar to the Wing cutouts, remove the Horizontal
Stabilizer (Stab) cut outs from the rear of the Fuselage. Place the wing on the fuse and
make sure its square. Through the holes in WMP, drill pilot holes for the Wing hold
down screws. Insert the screws till snug. Dry fit the Horizontal Stab in between the
Horizontal Guide Rails.
The front of the
Horizontal Stab should
be even with the front
of F-8. Once square,
glue in place. Glue
scrap balsa for the
pushrod exit for the
Elevator as shown in
Figure 24 and similarly
Figure 24
for the Rudder.

Test fit the pushrod and install the control horn, BUT DO NOT GLUE IN PLACE AT
THIS TIME. Glue the two Tail Cone pieces, making a cross shape as shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25

.
Figure 26

Glue in place per Figure 26 and add the Sub Tail cone pieces
Cover the Tail cone, then the Vertical, Turtle Deck, and finally the remainder up to F-8
per Figure 27.
Glue the Rudder in place using three Easy Hinges, cut to shape. The use of paper patterns
as aids in the covering process. You can make these by laying paper over the area to be
covered, holding
the model up to
the light, and
marking with a
pen. Cover the
rest of the
Fuselage up to
F-5, and then
from F-5 to F-3.
On the original
prototype, the
covering went
all the way to F1A.On the
second
prototype,
cardstock was
Figure 27

used to cover from F-3 to F-1A; the choice is up to you.
At this time, remove the remaining F-1 parts and glue the like halves together. Stack and
glue them according to the Fuselage Plan. Glue this unit to F-1A and sand to the Plan
contour. Once sanded to desired shape, seal the wood with Polycrilic Minwax or a similar
product. Sand till smooth. From a piece of scrap 1/8 balsa, create the Battery Tray, see
Figure 28.

Figure 28

Install the Upper Hatch Rails between F-1A and F-2, and install the magnets. Place F-2A
and F-2B, and the Lower hatch Rails in place per the plan and add the stringers, (see
Figures 29-31) CAREFULL NOT TO GLUE TO THE FUSELAGE. Install the magnets
on the Lower Hatch Rails, be careful of polarity.

Figure29

Figure 30

Figure 31

On the original prototype, the covering went all the way to F-1A. On the second
prototype, cardstock was used to cover from F-3 to F-1A and the hatch, the choice is up
to you, see Figure 32.

Figure 32

Cover the Ailerons next, being careful not to over-shrink, warping the part. Use clothes
pins to hold the
Aileron in place,
and
shrink
covering with
them in place.
(Figure
33).
This will aid in
retaining
the
washout. Cover
the bottom outer
panels first and
then the tops.
Figure 33

On the bottom
panel, remove the
covering
per
Figure 33.
The prototypes
used covering for
hinges, thin strips
ironed on both the
top and bottom of
the Aileron. This
method
works
well, or you can
use Easy Hinges
cut
to
size.
Reinstall and hook
up the bell-cranks,
Figure 34

the shorter control rod and the control horn. Cover the bell-crank are when setup is
finished, and the remaining of the Belly Pan.

Wing Fillets
Using the template provided, cut the Wing Fillets from cardstock. Place the Fillet
temporarily in place with the wing on. When satisfied with their position, tack glue in
place and remove Wing, see Figure 35 Permanently glue Wing Saddle area and bend up
trailing edge of the fillet per Figure 36.

Figure 35

Figure 36

Cover the wing with wax paper and attach again to Fuselage. Roll Fillet Part B and C
over round surfaces lengthwise. Take your time and apply Fillet B and C, adjust and trim
as needed. Don’t worry if there is some hang-over, that can be trimmed later. When
complete, the Fillet should look similar to Figure 37.

Figure 37

Using the Template, make the two Gun Blisters from cardstock and glue in place. Add
and cover the Horizontal E-16s if desired at this time. Rough cut the Motor Stick from
3/8” square basswood. Mount your motor to the stick and slide assembly in the cutouts in
F-2 and F-3. Adjust front to back for correct prop clearance. Install the Esc and Receiver
between F-2 and F-4, adjusting for balance. Connect and set up all the control surfaces,
gluing in any horns needed. EZ Connectors are used to aid in alignment.
Depending on you color scheme, you may wish to paint your model, do so at this time.
Attach the canopy and pilot (if desired) at this time.
Flying
Balance your model as shown on the plans. Small differences fore and aft will not
be an issue but do not stray far from the recommended range. If possible, move radio gear
to aid in balancing, rather than adding weights. Set up your throws as following: Ailerons
+ - 1/4”, Elevator + - 3/16”, and the Rudder + - 1/2”. On the prototypes, the Elevator was
very sensitive, thus the reduced amount of throw. However, depending on where your CG
is located, you may want to set up your HIGH rates with more throw, giving you the
option to have more throw should you need it.
The I-16 is an intermediate aircraft and will go where you point it. Hand-launches by an
experienced hand-launcher are recommended, especially for the maiden flight. Have the
launcher face the wind. Increase the throttle to about 3/4, and launch the I-16 level, into
the wind. Gain some altitude and trim her out. Once trimmed and balanced, the I-16 is a
smooth, sporty performer. The Rata is able to do most basic maneuvers. Stalls are fairly
gentle, typically dropping the nose and one wing slightly. Keep her in close, due to her
size she can disappear quickly.
We here at Micko Scale Reproductions hope you enjoy building and flying your I-16
Rata. We wish you many successful flights. We welcome you to send us pictures of your
model, or offer suggestions to our email at www.mickoscalereproductions@hotmail.com
Thanks again and “Keep your face and wings in the wind.”

